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Santa's Coming
 Author: Designs by Gloria & Pat, Inc.
 Grid Size: 63W x 78H
 Cloth Count: 14
 Fabric: 14 ct. Antique White Aida
 Design Area: 4,5" W  x  5,57" H   ( 61 x 74 stitches ) 

 Legend: DMC
! White  - white 
: 676  - old gold - lt 
# 754  - peach - lt 
A 353  - peach 
u 760  - salmon 

® 3712  - salmon - md 
- 3328  - salmon - dk 
/ 739  - tan - ul vy lt 
S 738  - tan - vy lt 
i 437  - tan - lt 

5 433  - brown - md 
, 801  - coffee brown - dk 
3 320  - pistachio green - md 
9 762  - pearl grey - vy lt 
± 415  - pearl grey 

 Backstitches: DMC
801  - coffee brown - dk 
347  - salmon - vy dk 

434  - brown - lt 
367  - pistachio green - dk 

414  - steel grey - dk 

 Instructions:

The pattern is in the book, "Merry Christmas 1973 - 1993," designed by Priscilla Hillman, and from Designs by Gloria & Pat, Inc. The pattern displays a girl 
bear, wearing a ribbon around her ear and a red dress. The bear also has a Christmas tree with her, and there are crayons on the floor in front of her.

Special Instructions
Add a little white stitch to the eyes where there are tiny ovals marked.
Dress - make French knots in 367 (1 strand, wrapped twice).

Backstitch in order given:
Backstitch eyes, nose and mouth in 801.
Backstitch bow in 347.
Backstitch head in 434.
Backstitch candy canes on tree, re hearts on dress and the red crayon in 347.
Backstitch star, yellow ornaments on tree and the yellow crayon in 434.
Backstitch tree, green crayon and the stems on dress yoke in 367.
Backstitch collar in 414.
Backstitch dress (excluding foot) in 347.
Backstitch cuffs in 414.
Backstitch feet and hands in 434.

Model
The design was stitched on a 14 CT. Antique White Aida, using 2 strands of floss for the full crosses and 1 strand for the backstitch.
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